
CS 763  F20 A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 5: Convex Hull in Dimension d

Given points in d-dimensional space, find a good “container” = convex polytope.
Many applications, e.g. collision detection, pattern recognition, motion planning . . . 

In 2D, imagine putting a 
rubber band around the points In 3D, wrap with shrink-wrap

More formally:

A set is convex if for every two points p, q in the set, all points on the line segment 
pq are also in the set.

The convex hull of set S is the intersection of all convex sets that contain S. 

Note that the convex hull of S is convex.  
The fact that the convex hull of a set of points S is a convex polytope whose 
vertices are points of S requires a proof, which we will do later.  

https://brilliant.org/wiki/convex-hull/
Newton Collision Convex Hull

Recall
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Plan for the next two lectures

- definitions of convex hull in any dimension, and more about convex polyhedra

- divide and conquer for convex hull in 3D

- randomized algorithm for convex hull in any dimension

Introduction Complexity Gift wrapping Divide and conquer Incremental algorithm References

Complexity of the Convex Hull

Given a set S of n points in Rn what is maximum #edges on
CH(S)?

Bernard Chazelle [1990]: CH of n points in Rd in optimal
worst-case is O

1
n log n + nÂ d

2 Ê
2
. Bound by Seidel[1981].

Slides by: Roger Hernando Covex hull algorithms in 3D
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Equivalent definitions of Convex Hull of a set of points S

1. intersection of all convex sets containing S

2. intersection of all half-spaces containing S

3. all convex combinations of points in S

4. A convex polyhedron P (polygon in 2D) with vertices from S and such that 
all points of S are inside P

Recall: A set C is convex if for all points p, q in C, the line segment pq is in C.

A convex combination of points p1, p2, . . , pn is 

For 2D in the last lecture, we used 1 and 4. 
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Equivalent definitions of Convex Hull of a set of points S

1. intersection of all convex sets containing S

2. intersection of all half-spaces containing S

3. all convex combinations of points in S

4. A convex polyhedron P (polygon in 2D) with vertices from S and such that 
all points of S are inside P

Illustration for 2D 
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Equivalent definitions of Convex Hull of a set of points S

1. intersection of all convex sets containing S

2. intersection of all half-spaces containing S

3. all convex combinations of points in S

How are these related?
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Equivalence of 2 and 3 is proved using some version of Farkas’s Lemma

either p is a convex combination of points of S
OR
there is a plane separating p from S
AND NOT BOTH

This is a fundamental result for Linear Programming. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farkas%27_lemma
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A convex polyhedron (in dimension d) is a bounded intersection of half-spaces 

Caution: the term “polyhedron” means different things in 
different areas (convex/non-convex, bounded/unbounded)

Equivalent definitions of Convex Hull of a set of points S

1. intersection of all convex sets containing S

2. intersection of all half-spaces containing S

3. all convex combinations of points in S

4. A convex polyhedron P (polygon in 2D) with vertices from S and such that 
all points of S are inside P

A polyhedron has vertices, edges, faces, . . . 
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Face of a polyhedron
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The face lattice of a convex polyhedron
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The face lattice of a convex polyhedron
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Equivalence of these definitions proved using:

Theorem [Minkowski, Weyl]   The set of all convex combinations of p1, . . . , pn is a 
bounded convex polyhedron whose vertices are a subset of p1, . . . , pn 

Equivalent definitions of Convex Hull of a set of points S

1. intersection of all convex sets containing S

2. intersection of all half-spaces containing S

3. all convex combinations of points in S

4. A convex polyhedron P (polygon in 2D) with vertices from S and such that 
all points of S are inside P
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Dual problem:

Given a set of m halfspaces in d-dimensions, find their intersection
    (as the set of vertices of the polyhedron)

or sometimes we ask for the whole face lattice

In fact, these two problems are the same by a duality map (more later)

The convex hull problem

Given a set of n points in d-dimensions, find their convex hull 
    (as an intersection of half-spaces)

or sometimes we ask for the whole face lattice
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3D convex hull.  Given n points in 3D, find their convex hull, i.e. find the vertices, 
edges and faces of the convex hull.

What is the size of the convex hull?
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yskeleton
The graph of edges and vertices
is planar

Use Euler's formula

④ ✓-et f = z r = # vertices, e=# edges, f-#faces .

#
2eE3f so f E Fe

ZD 3D 417517
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,
e
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So whole face lattice has size O Cn)!
⑦ converse : army 3- connected planar graph is skeleton of convex
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3D Convex Hull Algorithms

Some of the 2D algorithms extend to 3D.

Exercise: Does the incremental algorithm extend?  Is it O(n log n)?

Divide and Conquer.
  
Basically the ONLY known O(n log n) 3D convex hull algorithm.  
Preparata and Hong 1977.

- sort points by x coordinate

- divide by orthogonal plane at median x coordinate into two sets of size n/2

- recurse on each side to find convex hulls A and B

- combine A and B into one convex hull

If we combine in O(n)
we get T(n) = 2T(n/2) + O(n)
which yields T(n) = O(n log n)

Introduction Complexity Gift wrapping Divide and conquer Incremental algorithm References

Divide and conquer

The same idea of the 2d algorithm.
1 Split the point-set P in two sets.
2 Recursively split, construct CH, and merge.

Merge takes O(n) ∆ Algorithm complexity O(n log n).

Slides by: Roger Hernando Covex hull algorithms in 3D

O’Rourke, Comp. Geom. in C

A
B
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How to combine two disjoint convex hulls in O(n)Introduction Complexity Gift wrapping Divide and conquer Incremental algorithm References

Merge

Determine a supporting line of the convex hulls, projecting the
hulls and using the 2D algorithm.
Use wrapping algorithm to create the additional faces in order
to construct a cylinder of triangles connecting the hulls.
Remove the hidden faces hidden by the wrapped band.

Slides by: Roger Hernando Covex hull algorithms in 3D

O’Rourke, Comp. Geom. in C

we must find the “band” of faces 
that cross our dividing plane
and then discard “hidden” faces

Introduction Complexity Gift wrapping Divide and conquer Incremental algorithm References

Merge in detail

Merge can be performed in linear time O(n), because the circular
order that follow vertex on intersection of new convex hull edges,
with a separating plane H0.

Slides by: Roger Hernando Covex hull algorithms in 3D

A

B

1. find an edge ab of the convex hull, 
a in A, b in B and a plane through ab 
with A and B to one side.

2. pivot the plane through ab
to find a face of the convex hull band

3. repeat until we wrap back to ab

4. remove hidden faces
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Introduction Complexity Gift wrapping Divide and conquer Incremental algorithm References

Merge in detail

1 Obtain a common tangent(AB) which can be computed just
as in the two-dimensional case.

Slides by: Roger Hernando Covex hull algorithms in 3D

Introduction Complexity Gift wrapping Divide and conquer Incremental algorithm References

Merge in detail

2 We next need to find a triangle ABC whose vertex C must
belong to either the left hull or the right hull. Consequently,
either AC is an edge of the left hull or BC is an edge of the
right hull.

Slides by: Roger Hernando Covex hull algorithms in 3D

Introduction Complexity Gift wrapping Divide and conquer Incremental algorithm References

Merge in detail

3 Now we have a new edge AC that joins the left hull and the
right hull. We can find triangle ACD just as we did ABC.

Slides by: Roger Hernando Covex hull algorithms in 3D

Step 1. Project to 2D and find lower bridge

a b

b

a

c

Details and Timing

Step 2.  
Lemma.  The next point, c, is a neighbour of a or b.

So, find “best” neighbour of a and “best” neighbour of b.

Lemma.  If the next point, c, is a neighbour of b, then 
the next “best” neighbour of a remains the same.

Total time: Sum of all vertex degrees.  This is O(n)
because we have a planar graph.  

b

a
c

d

1. find an edge ab of the convex hull, 
a in A, b in B and a plane through ab 
with A and B to one side.

2. pivot the plane through ab
to find a face of the convex hull band

3. repeat until we wrap back to ab

4. remove hidden faces

Roger Hernando
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Note that the cycle of “horizon” 
edges need not be simple

Introduction Complexity Gift wrapping Divide and conquer Incremental algorithm References

Merge

The curves bounding the two convex hulls do not have to be
simple.

Slides by: Roger Hernando Covex hull algorithms in 3D

O’Rourke, Comp. Geom. in C

O’Rourke and Devadoss

topology of the horizon

Removing hidden faces can be done in O(n) too.
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Conventional wisdom was that the divide and conquer algorithm is hard to 
implement
e.g. see O’Rourke’s book, “Computational Geometry in C”, 1998.

However, there are now good implementations
e.g. “A Minimalist’s Implementation of the 3-d Divide-and-Conquer Convex Hull 
Algorithm”, Timothy Chan, 2003. https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~tmchan/ch3d/ch3d.pdf

Appendix: Complete Code

1 // Timothy Chan "ch3d.cc" 12/02 3-d lower hull (in C++)

2

3 // a simple implementation of the O(n log n) divide-and-conquer algorithm

4

5 // input: coordinates of points

6 // n x_0 y_0 z_0 ... x_{n-1} y_{n-1} z_{n-1}

7

8 // output: indices of facets

9 // i_1 j_1 k_1 i_2 j_2 k_2 ...

10

11 // warning: ignores degeneracies and robustness

12 // space: uses 6n pointers

13

14

15 #include <stream.h>

16

17 struct Point {

18 double x, y, z;

19 Point *prev, *next;

20 void act() {

21 if (prev->next != this) prev->next = next->prev = this; // insert

22 else { prev->next = next; next->prev = prev; } // delete

23 }

24 };

25

26 const double INF = 1e99;

27 static Point nil = {INF, INF, INF, 0, 0};

28 Point *NIL = &nil;

29

30 inline double turn(Point *p, Point *q, Point *r) { // <0 iff cw

31 if (p == NIL || q == NIL || r == NIL) return 1.0;

32 return (q->x-p->x)*(r->y-p->y) - (r->x-p->x)*(q->y-p->y);

33 }

34

35 inline double time(Point *p, Point *q, Point *r) { // when turn changes

36 if (p == NIL || q == NIL || r == NIL) return INF;

37 return ((q->x-p->x)*(r->z-p->z) - (r->x-p->x)*(q->z-p->z)) / turn(p,q,r);

38 }

39

40 Point *sort(Point P[], int n) { // mergesort

41

42 Point *a, *b, *c, head;

43

44 if (n == 1) { P[0].next = NIL; return P; }

45 a = sort(P, n/2);

46 b = sort(P+n/2, n-n/2);

47 c = &head;

48 do

49 if (a->x < b->x) { c = c->next = a; a = a->next; }

50 else { c = c->next = b; b = b->next; }

51 while (c != NIL);

52 return head.next;

53 }

54

55 void hull(Point *list, int n, Point **A, Point **B) { // the algorithm

56

57 Point *u, *v, *mid;

58 double t[6], oldt, newt;

59 int i, j, k, l, minl;

60

11

61 if (n == 1) { A[0] = list->prev = list->next = NIL; return; }

62

63 for (u = list, i = 0; i < n/2-1; u = u->next, i++) ;

64 mid = v = u->next;

65 hull(list, n/2, B, A); // recurse on left and right sides

66 hull(mid, n-n/2, B+n/2*2, A+n/2*2);

67

68 for ( ; ; ) // find initial bridge

69 if (turn(u, v, v->next) < 0) v = v->next;

70 else if (turn(u->prev, u, v) < 0) u = u->prev;

71 else break;

72

73 // merge by tracking bridge uv over time

74 for (i = k = 0, j = n/2*2, oldt = -INF; ; oldt = newt) {

75 t[0] = time(B[i]->prev, B[i], B[i]->next);

76 t[1] = time(B[j]->prev, B[j], B[j]->next);

77 t[2] = time(u, u->next, v);

78 t[3] = time(u->prev, u, v);

79 t[4] = time(u, v->prev, v);

80 t[5] = time(u, v, v->next);

81 for (newt = INF, l = 0; l < 6; l++)

82 if (t[l] > oldt && t[l] < newt) { minl = l; newt = t[l]; }

83 if (newt == INF) break;

84 switch (minl) {

85 case 0: if (B[i]->x < u->x) A[k++] = B[i]; B[i++]->act(); break;

86 case 1: if (B[j]->x > v->x) A[k++] = B[j]; B[j++]->act(); break;

87 case 2: A[k++] = u = u->next; break;

88 case 3: A[k++] = u; u = u->prev; break;

89 case 4: A[k++] = v = v->prev; break;

90 case 5: A[k++] = v; v = v->next; break;

91 }

92 }

93 A[k] = NIL;

94

95 u->next = v; v->prev = u; // now go back in time to update pointers

96 for (k--; k >= 0; k--)

97 if (A[k]->x <= u->x || A[k]->x >= v->x) {

98 A[k]->act();

99 if (A[k] == u) u = u->prev; else if (A[k] == v) v = v->next;

100 }

101 else {

102 u->next = A[k]; A[k]->prev = u; v->prev = A[k]; A[k]->next = v;

103 if (A[k]->x < mid->x) u = A[k]; else v = A[k];

104 }

105 }

106

107 main() {

108

109 int n, i;

110 cin >> n;

111

112 Point *P = new Point[n]; // input

113 for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { cin >> P[i].x; cin >> P[i].y; cin >> P[i].z; }

114

115 Point *list = sort(P, n);

116 Point **A = new Point *[2*n], **B = new Point *[2*n];

117 hull(list, n, A, B);

118

119 for (i = 0; A[i] != NIL; A[i++]->act()) // output

120 cout << A[i]->prev-P << " " << A[i]-P << " " << A[i]->next-P << "\n";

121 delete A; delete B; delete P;

122 }

12
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The Gift-wrapping algorithm extends to 3D, O(nh), h = # faces of the convex hull.

Use the same kind of “wrapping” we just saw for divide and conquer.

Timothy Chan’s O(n log h) algorithm extends to 3D.

Recall it needs an O(n log n) algorithm (the divide and conquer algorithm)
plus an O(nh) algorithm (the gift-wrapping algorithm).

The step of finding the “extreme” point in each of the smaller convex hulls needs 
more detail.

Subhash Suri UC Santa Barbara

Illustration

q1

q2

q3

q4

pk−1

pk

Subhash Suri
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References

- [CGAA] Chapter 11

- [O’Rourke] Chapter 4

Next:  randomized algorithm for convex hull in higher dimensions.

Summary

- mathematical notions of convex hull

- algorithms for Convex Hull in 3D
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